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Orlando, FL 32803

TEL. (407) 630-2692
email: info@waveeater.com

PROCEDURE FOR INSTALLING WaveEater™ 3 – String System
1. Parts included -

#3636 WaveEater™
½” Stainless Steel Cable
½” Stainless Steel Thimbles
½” Stainless Steel Wire Rope Clips
½ ” Stainless Steel Bow Shackles
½ ” Stainless Steel Eye-Eye Swivel Shackles
½” Galvanized Cable
½” Galvanized Thimbles
½” Galvanized Wire Rope Clips
½” Galvanized Bow Shackles
½” Galvanized Swivel Shackles
2” x 12’ Stainless Steel Rods
4” Delrin Washers
2” Stainless Steel Washers
1- 1/4"” Poly Hose
2” PVC Threaded Plugs
24” Anchor Rod Buoys
Solar Lighted Buoys

2. Tools required -

Portable Impact Wrench
Portable “Trash” Pump, (1-1/2” minimum for filling units)
Range Finder, (to properly set anchors)
Riggers Vice
Hydraulic Wire Rope Cutter
Miscellaneous tools as required

3. Cast concrete anchors, minimum 2000lbs, (888kg). Cast concrete shock absorbers minimum 200lbs, (90kg).
Note: when setting anchors it is advised that a range finder be used for accurate placement.
4. Anchor Rods - The anchor rods weigh 128lbs (57kg) each. It is advised that the anchor buoys be attached
to the anchor rods before attaching to anchor cables. Another option is to attach the
WaveEater sections to the rods before towing to the anchor location
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Assembly of WaveEater Units

1. Cable Installation:

Note:

2. Cut Cable

Determine what length is required between mooring
anchor rods.
Leave a sufficient amount of cable length to allow for
thimble splice and wire rope clips, (min. 12” each end).
Proper cable splicing requires that “bare” cable be
wrapped and clipped around thimble.
A small hydraulic wire rope cutter is the easiest way to cut the ½” cable. You
will also want a rigger’s vice or similar tool (vice grips) to clamp the wire rope to
the thimble while you attach wire rope clips. (Figure 1).

Figure 1

3. Splicing Cable

Slide wire rope clips onto the cable. Using a Rigger’s vice, (fig 1) or other
clamping device, clamp cable around thimble.( See Figure 2 for correct
assembly).
Tighten wire rope clip nuts using a portable impact wrench.
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Figure 2
4. PolyPipe

Insert a length of PolyPipe through the total number of units that will be included in any
one (1) section. Due to the pipe being shipped in coils it likely will only go through four
(4) units at a time and will have to be “fed” through the rest.

5. Cable Installation Feed “raw” end of cable through metal washer, then Delrin spacer, then through 1-1/4”
PolyPipe. On the opposite end attach Delrin spacer, then metal washer and attach thimble
and wire rope clips as shown in Figure 3. (Refer also to “Anchor System Detail”).

Figure 3.
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6. Placement

Tow WaveEater section into place. Attach thimbles to anchor rods with a ½” SS Bow
Shackle as shown in the “Anchor System Detail” drawing. Using a portable “Trash”
pump fill the units until they are submerged by two-thirds, (24” or 69cm). The fill hole is
2in/5cm. Screw in 2in/5cm PVC threaded plug.

Note: Safety Wire and Mousing
Adding safety wire, or "mousing" your shackle, is a necessary task to ensure the clevis pin does not unscrew
from the shackle, which results in potential personal injury or loss or damage to your property.
For maritime and any other application where strength and corrosion resistance are necessary, we highly
recommend using 316 Stainless Steel 20 AWG (0.032” diameter) wire. Note that metals can react to stainless
steel. Choosing the wrong material for your safety wire may result in bimetallic corrosion, a process in which
either the wire or the shackle itself may suffer severe and rapid corrosion.
To mouse the pin to the shackle, cut a long piece of wire from your spool. Pass the wire through the hole in the
clevis pin and form a figure eight around the side of the shackle, loop down, and pass through the clevis pin
hole. Pull the wire down tightly to ensure the figure eight is secure. Do this for at least three passes, then clip
and discard the excess wire. See the photograph below for a properly moused shackle.
Finally, leverage can be applied to the clevis pin with the bored center hole via a screwdriver or rod for a secure
lock. It can also be used to leverage open a seized pin. Note that if a pin is seized, using your favorite lubricant
is necessary to prevent galling of the threads.
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Installation is now complete.
MAINTENANCE: Within several days of installation wire rope clips should
be checked for snugness. Under normal conditions clips
will “seat” after a short time and require tightening. Generally this result will be
from tightening with a hand wrench. A portable impact wrench will eliminate this
requirement.
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